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Building   Use   Policy   
Burgundar   L3C   is   fortunate   to   have   many   buildings   for   use.   These   buildings   are  
precious   to   us   and   the   community   and   are   almost   all   products   of   volunteer   labour   and  
materials   donation.   In   keeping   with   our   policy   of   respect   it   is   expected   that   our   buildings  
are   treated   with   the   utmost   care.   These   buildings   are   often   maintained   by   a   steward(s)  
who   uses   their   own   personal   time   and   money   to   maintain   the   building.   
 
With   that   in   mind,   it   is   expected   that   all   participants   at   the   venue   abide   by   the   following  
expectations:   
 

1) No   trash   is   to   be   left   inside   the   building.   Please   consolidate   all   trash   at   the   end   of  
your   events,   in   accordance   with   the   safety   and   conduct   policy.   

2) At   the   end   of   the   event   all   used   buildings   must   be   swept   clean,   and   their  
respective   rugs   shaken   clean   outside.   

3) Any   furniture   or   items   removed   from   a   building   must   be   returned   to   that   building  
at   the   end   of   the   event,   and   placed   back   neatly.   

4) If   you   break   an   item,   piece   of   furniture   or   the   building   itself,   it   is   expected   you   will  
inform   both   your   event   hosts   and   the   Burgundar   Board   within   24   hours.   Failure   to  
do   so   could   be   considered   a   violation   of   our   policy.   You   are   expected   to   pay   for   or  
replace   damaged   items.   

5) No   personal   property   may   be   left   inside   the   public   area   of   the   building.  
6) Locks   will   be   respected.   Breaking   into   locked   areas   will   be   considered   burglary  

and   handled   appropriately.   
7) Some   buildings   will   have   private   areas.   These   private   areas   shall   be   clearly  

marked.   If   you   do   not   have   express   permission   from   the   steward(s)   of   that  
building   to   use   or   enter   the   private   area,   locked   or   unlocked,   you   will   not   enter  
that   area.   Doing   so   will   be   considered   burglary   and   handled   appropriately.  

8) Any   and   all   consumable   materials   used   shall   be   replaced.   This   can,   but   is   not  
limited   to,   matches,   candles,   fuel,   disposable   flatware   and   paper   products,  
sanitary   wipes,   soap,   hand   sanitizer   and   other   sundries.   Participants   are  
encouraged   to   work   with   the   buildings   steward   to   ensure   amenities   provided   by  
the   building   are   maintained.   

9) The   following   memo   will   be   posted   in   every   building,   to   ensure   conformity   to   this  
policy:   
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Building   Rules  
 

Welcome   to   Burgundar!   We   hope   that   you   will   enjoy   your  
time   at   our   event   venue,   however   please   remember   to  

observe   the   following   expectations:   
 

1. This   building   exists   due   to   the   volunteer   physical   labor   and   donations   of  
materials   and   funds   from   members   of   your   community!   They   are   maintained  
by   stewards   who   care   for   these   buildings   with   their   own   time   and   money.   

2. All   after   event   chores   must   be   completed.   This   includes:  
a. Wiping   down   all   surfaces  
b. Sweeping   the   floor  
c. Rugs   beaten   outside  
d. All   trash   removed   and   consolidated   with   the   main   trash  
e. All   items   used   should   be   cleaned   and   placed   back   where   they   were  

found  
f. All   furniture   returned   to   its   original   location   

3. All   consumable   materials   should   be   replaced.   If   you   use   candles,   torch   fuel,  
disposable   flatware   or   plates   and   cups,   they   should   be   replaced   through  
donation   of   materials   or   monetary   means   to   the   steward(s)   caring   for   the  
building.   

4. If   you   break   something   you   are   required   to   inform   the   Event   Host   and   the  
Burgundar   Board   within   24   hours   of   the   incident.  
 

 
Building          _________________________________________________________  
 
 
Steward(s)    _________________________________________________________  
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